Cat Scarf
By TexasGabi
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Think outside the hexagon when you make this iconic, reversible cat scarf! The cat faces are
accomplished by overlapping hexagons, and the minimalist embroidery completes the furry impression.
The hexagons also overlap on the “wrong” side, so the back of the embroidery is covered, and the scarf
features a geometric chevron pattern instead.
Skills: Basic pin loom weaving skills. Basic embroidery and basic handsewing skills.
Size: About 66” long and 5” wide.

Materials
Original TexaTURTLE™ Loom kit (buy the loom kit); find
instructional videos for the TURTLE Loom™ at
http://bit.ly/TurtleLoom
WORSTED TWIST by Purl SOHO (buy the yarn), 100% Merino
Wool, approx. 164 yards/100 grams, one skein each of 2040
“Toasted Charcoal (C1), 1266 Heather “Copper Penny” (C2),
3010 “Sea Salt” (C3). You will also need about 9 yards of yarn
for the embroidery, we used WORSTED TWIST in color 1000
“Heirloom White”.

Scissors, tapestry needle

Please read the complete instructions before you begin your work.

Weaving
The following table lists the hexagons to weave and indicates how many of them need to be
embroidered:
Color

Plain Hexagons
4

Embroidered Hexagons
4

Total
8

3

4

7

4

2

6

C1

C2

C3
21

Embroidery
We recommend that you work the embroidery while the hexagon is still on the loom (this way the loom
serves as an embroidery hoop).
Weave a hexagon. Do not remove it from the
loom.
Measure a length of about 30” of white yarn.
Make a slip knot near one end. Thread a tapestry
needle with the other end.
Anchor the slip knot over the bottom white nail
of your loom.
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Guide the needle between the pins to the back of
the loom.

Always stitch between threads, do not pierce.
Count 15 weft (horizontal) threads UP from the
bottom white nail to bring up the needle, 2
threads to the RIGHT of the center warp (vertical
thread).
Count 3 to the LEFT and go down to make the
first stitch for the nose.

Make two more stitches just like that to complete
the nose, moving up one vertical thread between
stitches.

Count 3 to the LEFT to come up, then 5 to the
LEFT to stitch down to make the first whisker.

Come up at the beginning of the first whisker,
then count 4 to the LEFT and 3 UP to stitch down
to make the second whisker.
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For the third whisker, come up 1 row under the
first two whiskers, then count 4 to the LEFT and 2
DOWN to stitch down.

The left side is now complete.
Next, “copy” the set of whiskers to the right side:
Count 5 threads to the right of the upper nose
stitch and bring the needle up. This is a long
stitch, make sure that the tension is right (don’t
pull, but also no loop on the back).
Count 5 to the RIGHT to stitch down.

Come up again at the beginning of the stitch that
you just made.
Count 4 to the RIGHT and 3 UP and stitch down.

Come up at the beginning of the other whiskers,
but one thread below.
Count 4 to the RIGHT and 2 DOWN and stitch
down.

Unthread the needle and leave the end on the
back of your work.
Carefully loosen the beginning slip knot.
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Turn your loom.
Pull the yarn end that had the slip knot to the
back of your work.

Without pulling the yarn ends, make a double
knot and clip the ends to about ½ inch.

Congratulations! Your embroidered hexagon is
now complete.
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Scarf Assembly
Make two identical strips of 10 hexagons each, then connect those strips with one hexagon. The top of
the picture shows the connecting hexagon, plain, in C2, which will be the last step to work. Instructions
below.

Hexagon Sequence for Each Strip
Work this list from the bottom up, matching the
sequence that you see in the photo:
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-

Embroidered hexagon, C1

-

Plain hexagon, C3

-

Embroidered hexagon, C2

-

Plain hexagon, C1

-

Embroidered hexagon, C3

-

Plain hexagon, C2

-

Embroidered hexagon, C1

-

Plain hexagon, C3

-

Embroidered hexagon, C2

-

Plain hexagon, C1

Assembly Details
Work two strips (see strip sequence above).
Use the weaving tails to sew the hexagons
together. If you need extra yarn, choose the yarn
color of the bottom hexagon that you’re working
on.
To start, put an embroidered C2 hexagon on top
of a plain C1 hexagon as shown. The bottom
corners of the C2 hexagon match up with the top
corners of the C1 hexagon. Lay them out so that
the starting yarn tail points up, the ending yarn
tail to the right.
Thread the ending tail of the C1 hexagon and sew
the tip of the top hexagon to the bottom
hexagon.
Sewing the hexagons together is best done on a
flat surface like a table. If you don’t have a flat
surface available, use pins or safety pins to hold
the hexagons in place while you sew.
Put the next hexagon (solid C3) on top of your
current work.
Sew into place.
Continue to add hexagons, following the
sequence in the list above, until you have 10
hexagons connected.
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Turn.
You will see how the tips on the back will cover
the back of the embroidery.

Using the starting tails, secure the tops of the
hexagons.
Make sure that you make small stitches (go over
one thread, every 2-3 threads) so that they will
not be visible on the front.

At last, connect the two strips at the
embroidered C1 hexagons.
Put a plain C2 hexagon on top of the strips as
show and sew into place.
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Turn.
Sew the two C1 hexagon tips into place, facing
each other.
Congratulations! Your scarf is done.

Finishing
Block as desired.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me and I will do my best to help you.
gabi@texasgabi.com
Stay informed and get the latest TURTLE loom news at www.turtleloom.com
© TexasGabi 2018

This pattern is for personal use only.
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